
BY MERRY FORTUNE
“You know, when I was a kid I thought the wealthy didn’t die.”
 —Eddie Boros, December 2003

Eddie Boros was born in New York City 1932 and has 
lived on East Sixth Street all his life. Boros’s sculpture could 
very well appear to the beholder to be about a life in 

some form of opposition or aspiration. The sculpture certainly 
can be described as radical looking, and one can impose all 
kinds of stories on such a unique and hard-to-categorize object. 
One can also impose all kinds of stories on Eddie Boros, but 
what he has to say is much greater than any imposition.

Part I / Childhood

You were a potato thief?!
We used to steal potatoes, and then build a little fire in 

the street, and go play somewhere, come back later on in the 
afternoon and eat potatoes!

Where did you do that?
Everywhere! Anywhere! There were no cars then.

There weren’t a lot of houses here?
Same houses. And then I used to love to wait when they fed 

the horses. When they fed the horses they fed them oats. And 
the horses would throw the bag up in the air and a lot of them’d 
fall on the floor and they left them there. I used to go ahead 
and eat ’em.

The oats?
That’s how clean it was in them days. There weren’t that 

many dogs around the street, you know, not like today.

People didn’t have dogs for pets?
Some, but there wasn’t that many.

What did your parents do?
My mother was a seamstress, she did a lot of sewing.

Did she make clothes? Or did she work in a tailor 
shop?

She worked in a factory. She used to take zippers out of 
clothes … [She worked] somewhere on 13th Street.

What did your father do?
House painter … and then we had a movie house on the 

corner … we used to sneak into the movies. We used to choose 
who goes in and opens the door and whoever was tagged to 
go … But the worst part was after you got over the movie roof, 
you had to crawl through something to get downstairs: a fan, a 
big high-powered fan, and you had to wait for the fan to stop 
running, then you’d run on through.

What happened if it went on!!
It’d grind you up … So when the manager found out what we 

were doing he called us on the side and he said, “Look: wait 
until the last day of the movie”—’cause they used to show the 
same movie for four or five days—he says, “… wait until the last 
day of the movie and we’ll let you kids in for free.” It was better 
than seeing some kid get killed I guess.

Part II / The Sculpture

All I can tell you is that I was born on this block. I’m 71; I’ve 

seen a lot of changes. When I was a kid it was beautiful here. 
You used to see horses and wagons. Everything was delivered 
by horses … Beef, groceries, [stuff to] fruit stores, everything was 
delivered by horses!

And you built that sculpture on Avenue B and Sixth 
Street.

Do You Believe in Magic?
A Conversation With Steven Cuiffo,  

a.k.a. Russello, The New Hot Conjurer 

B Y  G R E G  F U C H S

A little more than a month ago, at a fundraiser 
for the Rotunda Gallery in Brooklyn, among 
the art, canapés, and well-heeled guests, 

I was reacquainted with magic. Throughout my 
life the power of magic has caused a range 
of reactions, from childhood amazement to 
graduate school seriousness. Civilization has had 
a complicated relationship with magic. It has 
variously disdained, employed, researched, or 
outlawed it throughout the centuries—from the days 

of oracles through the conquest of the New World 
to the present economic dominance of the Global 
South—depending on the need of the powerful 
to control others. Magic is most often relegated 
today to Vegas stages or the narrow confines of 
the television screen, as practitioners perform for 
sophisticated audiences who cynically receive 
the conjurer’s skills, knowing that his show is an 
alchemical hoax in exchange for cash. 

While chatting with artist and educator Hawley 
Hussey during the party, I noticed a handsome 
young man making small talk with guests like a 
gossip columnist at a celebrity boondoggle. I 
thought that he could have been either a hot young 
art collector or an eager development associate for 
the Rotunda Gallery. 

When the young man eventually made his way 

over to us, he asked, “Do 
you have a favorite card?” 
Hussey answered, “Queen 
of Hearts.” He immediately 
performed with alacrity, 
charm, and wit several tricks 
that made the Queen of 
Hearts appear, disappear, and reappear. 

We introduced ourselves. I was instantly hooked 
by Steven Cuiffo’s arts of deception, delivered with 

a wry smile and gleam in his eye. 
At the end of the party Cuiffo invited us 

to attend his upcoming show at Low Bar in 
DUMBO. For the next two weeks, I urged 
everyone to go to this really cool magician’s 
show. 

When we arrived at Low Bar, I was 
surprised to see a packed house. Cuiffo 
performed in conjurer drag, as Russello, an 

Italian magician decked out in tuxedo and top hat. 
Cuiffo explores the complicated history of magic 
by mixing stereotypes with comedy and history. 
He performs familiar tricks in this typical disguise, 
while explaining their origins and making the 
audience laugh, wide-eyed. His art truly lies in his 
ability—made even more magical by doing what 
he loves—to put an audience at ease while making 
them receptive to communal joy, which, at least in 
part, has been the magician’s job for centuries. 

I met Cuiffo for a half-anchovy, half-pepperoni 
pie at John’s of Bleecker Street, which is another sort 
of magic altogether. We talked about conjuring, 
where he has come from, and where he is going. 
As we sat, he placed a deck of cards on the seat. 

Where do you live?
The East Village. I’m moving to the West Village, 
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The essence of magic is that 
moment when an illusion 
occurs that makes the audience 
question reality. 

just a few blocks away. I graduated from N.Y.U. in 1999. At the beginning of my 
senior year I took an internship with the Wooster Group at the Performing Garage, 
scrubbing floors, answering phones. Many professors tried to dissuade me from interning 
there; generally, there is little room for advancement. I was lucky. Productions are real 
collaborations. The lighting technician is just as integral to the success of a Wooster 
Group play as are the actors. Kate Valk, a Wooster Group founding member, asked me 
to read for a revival of North Atlantic, a raucous satire of Reagan-era Cold War mentality 
set on an aircraft carrier in the early 1980s. 

Everyone in the company reads for a production. I did this a few times. Then I was no 
longer asked. I thought my chances were over. A few weeks later Valk called me and 
said she was interested in casting me. That was great because it was the spring semester 
of my senior year. 

How long have you been interested in magic?
Since I was six years old. My grandfather was a singer. He performed at the old joints in 

the Catskills. Each time I saw him he would do the same trick, he would make a coin disappear. 
I’ll demonstrate. Grandfather took out his handkerchief, placed a dime in the center, [and] 
folded the corners covering the coin. He would wave his hands over the handkerchief, pick it 
up, and the coin would be gone. He did this trick at every family gathering. My grandfather 
gave me my love of magic. My interest in acting came out of the magic. In the words of Jean 
Eugene Robert-Houdin, “The conjurer is an actor playing the part of a magician.”

I play the part of someone that has power. Magic is just a technique to convey 
a story. The essence of magic is that moment when an illusion occurs that makes the 
audience question reality. For one moment you rethink how you think about the universe. 
Magic has that ability, it’s like a poem, a song, or when a light hits a building in a certain 
way. You are struck with a sense of beauty. 

Tell me about the power of magic.

Please see FUCHS page 2
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Largish palmetto
lathe boards and wiring

how squalor gets re-amended
defined

how the crippled earn their keep

how the enjambment is faulty

how every town in Michigan
claims Edison worked their station
boxed ears and all
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Yeah. That was an accident! 

It was an accident?! 
I used to sculpt in the garden and they didn’t like my sculptures 

so they told me they’d give me my own plot … everybody had a 
plot in there—four by eight. And they said do what you want in 
your own plot. And when they said that to me I put ’em all in my 
plot, and I stood one up! And when I stood that one up I said 
you know I think I’m gonna go up. And I started going up and 
they were going crazy with me; they said you can’t do that and 
I said well you told me do whatever I want.

Who told you?
The president of the garden … every garden used to have 

a president.

Who owns the garden?
The city. Yeah. Then the city was fighting with me that it’s too 

high; I have to cut it in half. I said well if yous want to cut it in 
half, yous cut it in half—I can’t cut it in half. Then we found out as 
long as you call it a sculpture they can’t touch it. If it’s a tower, 
they can take it down.

Did you get a lawyer?

No. They took me to court five times and then we finally 
found out as long as you call it a sculpture you can’t touch it. 
And then the people in the neighborhood here are willing to 
fight for me, but I really don’t want that. 

You didn’t want them to fight for you?
No, I don’t want no hassle, you know. If it really has to come 

down then let it come down but don’t go marching over there. I 
don’t believe in that garbage.

Protesting? 
Protesting, right. And uh—don’t do nothing—you know! They 

fought with me, fought with me, and they finally seemed to have 
let it go.

They just let it go. And that sculpture is really very 
famous. 

It is. Everybody tells me why don’t you ever go anywhere. I 
said I’ve been a lot of places—my sculpture’s been there so I’ve 
been there! 

[laughter] What!
Well they know about my sculpture in Japan, they know about 

it in China, they know it all over! So many people come here 
from different countries and they tell me they saw it in a magazine 
… I’m on NYPD Blue every time they show the show. Everybody 
wants to know how come they’re not paying me something. I said 

because you’re allowed to photograph anything in the city that’s 
mounted … it’s only private if they go into the garden and take 
pictures, but if they do it from the street [it’s ok] … if you don’t want 
pictures taken of something, cover it up.

•

Eddie Boros builds rocking horses for kids on the block—
“airplanes that you sit on and they pull ya … horses, bears … 
whatever comes to my head”—and he “built a sail ship and it’s 
coming out nice.” He’s built six bicycles. Understandably, once 
he builds one, he doesn’t want to throw it out.

By Boros’s own standards his apartment is messy. But he 
distinguishes form from object and clutter from mere mess. “I 
went a little too far,” he says of the genuine clutter. But then 
he tells of a log he has had for 40 or 50 years. “I love the 
damned thing. I’m an artist; I might carve into it one day.”

Eddie is experiencing big distress in his legs. The “treatment” 
does not appear to have honored the Hippocratic oath of 
above all do no harm. He is being harassed by an agency 
apparently unable to distinguish between transformative fodder 
for art, and that which is genuinely known to be “mess”—a highly 
personal matter.

“So this guy comes from the city and says what do you need 
six bicycles for and I said what does Jay Leno need 60 cars 
for?! Cause he’s got money, he’s allowed to have it—I’m not 
allowed to have it.” Eddie feels because he is 71 he is being 
taken advantage of.

FORTUNE from page 1

“I’m the kind of woman who questions what is easy. At night 
with crystal and table, I beg ghosts out of dead revolutions to 
come to me, to talk sense.”

 from “Ethel Rosenberg, A Sestina”

I sit down in my cold winter room to write about Enid Dame. I’d 
like to flatter myself. I’d like to think that like Enid I’m the kind of 
woman who questions what’s easy, yet I own an electric knife 

to cut my bread, a Cuisinart, and a magic phone that tells me who 
is calling before I pick the receiver up. It’s a great honor to write 
about Enid whose mind was sharp as an electric knife, as versatile 
as a Cuisinart, as mysterious and wondrous as a magic phone.

A deeply important but never self-important poet, Enid was 
a radical thinker way ahead of Solomon’s curve and, also, a 
truth-singing free bird and a handmaiden of mirth.

Enid would often visit the ancient biblical figures, and bring 
them breathing, vibrant, into modern life.

Lilith, I don’t cut my grass
as you never cut your hair

I picture 

you in my backyard
where it’s always cool and ferny,
where jewelweeds grow taller than trees,
where wild berries tangle
like knots in cats’ fur

I see you sorting out the birds from the cats:
two of your favorite animals.
Contradictions never scared you.”
 from “Lilith, I Don’t Cut My Grass”

Enid was not afraid of contradictions either. She wrote about 
being a thinking woman and being a Jew embracing a religion 
that does not celebrate woman as thinker.

I hurled words like stones
at the brick- closed wall of faces,
I threw back my hair and shouted at God,
who never seemed more like a brother.
 from “Miriam’s Seders”

She found the courage to create her own God:
... and my God would have no country, my god would  

 need no armies,
and any promise would be negotiable.
 from “Jephthah’s Daughter”

Enid was able to take the ancient past, near past, present, 
and future and weave them into poems that describe for us the 
ecstatic, vegetable struggles of mortal life.

Enid published seven books of poetry, the most recent one 
Stone Shekina, from which all but the first of the poems quoted 
above are taken. With her husband, the poet Donald Lev, she 
edited the tabloid, Home Planet News.

Enid left us a legacy of superb poems, but her being, her 
radiant grace as she moved among us will be sorely missed.

 —Tsaurah Litzky

Enid Dame,  
1943-2003

Magicians have controlled masses of 
people. Rasputin may have been a man of 
mystery in the way he could influence powerful 
people. Or think of Jesus as a magician. 

Someone just told me about a televangelist 
that increased his power by spontaneously 
combusting during a sermon. He has never 
been seen again but his congregation has 
grown. I’ve got to look into this, someone just 
told me this tale. Da Vinci was a magician. 
Actually, he originally was a juggler. Many 
magicians, da Vinci included, were hired to 
do various illusions, with which sometimes 
design, painting, or juggling might be equally 
employed, depending on the client’s needs.

Do you hang out with other 
magicians?

Not really. I used to go to Reuben’s Deli, 
around 38th and Madison. A lot of magicians 
used to hang out there. I have some friends that 
I share information with, but magicians are very 
protective of their skills. The magicians do not 
hang out at Reuben’s anymore. I think it’s gone. 
They invented the Reuben sandwich there. 

How did you get to work with media 
critic Mark Crispin Miller on his play Are 
You With Me?

The original producer at the Cherry Lane 

Theater saw me perform. He approached me 
about collaborating with Mark. I was pretty 
apolitical before working with Mark. I never talked 
about political issues with my friends, but Mark’s 
commentary awakened me. Now I have become 
more active and socially conscious, maybe now 
a little too much. I think that all the recent talk 
about the flu is some kind of conspiracy. Using 
my skills as a magician to complement Mark’s 
ideas has made me understand that we have 
responsibilities as citizens if we are to maintain a 
just social contract. 

What else do you know about politics 
and magic?

Ricky Jay, the magician and actor, used to 
own the John Mulholland collection; however 
he lost it to David Copperfield. Mulholland was 
a 20th-century magician who was hired in the 
1950s by the Central Intelligence Agency to 
develop techniques to covertly administer lethal 
gases, pills, and weapons. Mulholland wrote a 
manual for the C.I.A. titled Some Operational 
Applications in the Art of Deception. In 1856, 
Jean Eugene Robert-Houdin was sent by 
Napoleon III to quell a Marabout-led uprising 
in Algeria. The Marabout were thought to be 
living saints with incredible powers. Robert-
Houdin was sent to exhibit the even more 
terrifying powers of the French. 

Would you use your powers to help 
President Bush?

No. I do not use my powers for evil.

Could you help a pal get a girlfriend?
Love is not the sort of thing one wants to 

obtain through magic. I could help set up an 
introduction.

Do magicians know things that we do 
not? 

Some things. Yet, I don’t know what you 
know. 

Tell me about Russello.
I steer clear of that guy. He stole my gig. 

Ariana Smart, the booking agent at Low Bar, 
bumped me for him. I know that he is much older 
than he appears. We are not sure of his origins. 
He was abandoned by his parents in Italy. I think 
he is older than he appears, because, when he 
performs, he tells stories about the origins of his 
illusions. He claims to have witnessed illusions in 
ancient Egypt. He also learned the shell game 
long ago in China. 

Does Russello know Baron von 
Munchhausen?

They traveled together for centuries.

Do you believe in magic?
What do you think I am?

You are not jaded by your 
knowledge?

No. And I am not concerned about a trick 
being revealed. The effect is more important 
than the secrecy of the trick. The magic is the 
shared moment. It’s not about the tricks, it’s how 
they are done. The magician is a clown who 
is a truth-sayer.

Can you give me a trick for the road?
Sure. Pick a card. You like that card? Okay, 

remember it.

I returned the card. Cuiffo shuffled the deck, 
then spread the cards along the table. He gazed 
at the cards while sprinkling salt over them. 
Pondering, he doused black pepper on the cards. 
Finally, Cuiffo seasoned the deck with crushed 
red pepper. The onion-shaped container hovered 
in Cuiffo’s hands. He looked at me, then shook 
the pepper. Through the flakes rose a playing 
card. Cuiffo handed me the shaker. I unscrewed 
the top, which had small round holes, to remove 
the Two of spades, the card I had chosen.
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a shaft of it in shopping carts
the motes of it around their ears

matter itself now hauled in plastic bags to the Federal Building and mixed there 
with water and a little food dye

by the scrawl on the sidewalk that reads Go Ahead Honey Touch It

*

we’re here to puke in many colors –

elf-puke, giant-puke, witch-puke

disco puke and punk puke

vomit on the apron of the government 
vomit on the boots of the police

it’s January 17, 1991
it’s March 20, 2003

It’s morning
Puke and sing

     For Joshua Clover

THE TANGENT #14 • FEBRUARY 2004

This issue is dedicated to Semezdin Mehmedinovic, whose creative production of 
Phantom of Freedom (as a cigarette package, a radio show, and other forms) endured 

the war in Bosnia. 
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by folding this page 
horizontally, then vertically, then horizontally. Snip across 
the tops of the pages, then stitch or staple binding.
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Tom Orange

when some things do exist to
change as mine were led to 
the mind it leads you jangling
into some other encirclement
there and only when no one will 
be as another does the head jerk
back and couple slack to words
we would say if only the weight
weren’t so inescapably black
its likeness to you cut into a 
skin that surrounds us in time
and with my hold on the year of
bleeding a game played as no
other words there will play

Frank Sherlock

Elegy
for Rachel Corrie

The young American is

  1) accompanied by a series of  photographs…

2) dead…

3) in the works as of this morning…

4) good reason right now…

5) contact…

6) her own words…

The young American is

7) dove bullhorn…

8) enemy…

9) heard around the world deeply…

10) not dead…

11)  represented as real…

12) left in the margin…

The young American is

13) occupied territory…

14) a tree abandoned or destroyed…

15) blonde & red keffiyah…

16) broken on our hands…

not the moving image
not the immanent translation

not the hem who touched the hem who touched

*

so noon is when the spoken
and the written touch

in chants, in shouts —

and the ease in your voices
and the glottal struggle in your voices
and the cryptogrammatic slur

all touch —

glyph of the beautiful
Molotov-thrower
throwing a bouquet

glyph of the black flag
held aloft in schools 

*

now into walls of fortresses

across the strange black vinyl of the shitting-stalls 

on the lenses of the egrets poised above the freeway

with the edge of an Xacto

they carve SUNRISE

2 15
10

escapist fare, Warner’s appealed to the urban audience with gritty gangster films 
and a series of Busby Berkeley back-stage musicals that featured the travails of 
struggling performers in the Theater District. While Fred Astaire was in top hat 
and tails, the stars of the Berkeley films played working stiffs who were trying to 
make ends meet. These films are noted for their awesome production numbers, 
but the plots can be interchangeable, so I chose Footlight Parade for its added 
bonus of the star, the ultimate classic New York actor, James Cagney. Much like 
the city, Cagney was straight-ahead, in-your-face, brash, and unashamedly ethnic. 
His frenetic energy and cocky, wise-guy manner served as a representation of 
people’s impressions of the city. Cagney was an urban icon, and this is one of his 
great roles.

*Force of Evil (1948): It’s time for some grit. Film Noir is one of my favorite 
genres, and this political noir, involving many individuals who were later caught 
up in the HUAC fiasco, deserves a wider audience. John Garfield was a great 
actor who died way too soon. Here he plays a smarmy Wall Street lawyer who 
gets involved with the mob and the numbers racket to make a quick buck. This 
is a poetic tale of corruption and redemption on the “mean streets” of the city, 
and it served as a major influence on future New York great, Martin Scorsese. 
The movie remains poignant today, as there’s just as much sleazy corruption on 
Wall Street; only now most of it is legal.

*Sweet Smell of Success (1957): If you only watch one film on this list, I ask 
that it be this one, my pick as the ultimate New York film. This is the closest 
Hollywood came to a Beat film: with the jazzy score, the awesome black-and-
white cinematography on the dark Times Square streets by the great James Wong 
Howe, and oh the dialogue! Playwright Clifford Odets packs this bleak tale of 
a megalomaniac gossip columnist and those he leaves in his wake chock-full of 
juicy nuggets of rhythmic street vernacular that are more hip than any street I’ve 
ever been on. This dark, grim film offers no redemption to its losers and can be 
summed up by one of its countless great lines, when Burt Lancaster says to Tony 
Curtis, “I’d hate to take a bite out of you, Sidney: you’re a cookie full of arsenic.” 
But this film is so wickedly delicious, you’ll find yourself gleefully consuming it. 
 
Hopefully, this will serve to whet your appetite, and you’ll be well on your way to 
your own cinematic love affair with a great city.
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Mark the first anniversary of  
Poets Against The War’s

Protest & Boycott of the White House Symposium on Poetry

Thursday February 12, 2004
12: 00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

The New York Public Library
42nd Street and Fifth Avenue (on the front steps)

We invite All Poets, Writers, Artists, and Activists
to Read Poems of Peace and Protest

www.poetsagainstthewar.org

brought to you by  
poets for Peace & POETRY IS NEWS & poets against the war



Chris Nealon

Sunrise 

— and the felt-tip pen of the spider etches a message on the wall

message in oxygen and light a hand gropes past me

it says, nothing you read will help you now

not the pig-poetic snuffling behind the image
not the trampled earth behind the sun

helicopter buzzsaw bicycle bell
ignition –

slammed door footfall schoolkids
jets –

the war is on

*

why does universal
matter peddle itself in packets when 
we could take it harder -?

slight convexity that used to be
the flat screen,

disturbing
flatness that was once
a curved screen,

pleated fabric 
on the walls and the movie so unmagical

Philippe Boisnard
Neal “Backstreet” Sand

Film Geek’s Motion Picture Review:  
Impressions of a City: Film Geek Takes a Bite out of the Apple

There are certain cities that live in your imagination, even if you’ve never been 
to them. New York is one of those cities. In the first half of the 20th Century, 
the Hollywood dream factory captured the world’s imagination and shaped its 
perceptions on an unprecedented level. Here are one Oregonian’s perceptions of 
traveling through the concrete canyons of New York through classic Hollywood 
films.

*The Immigrant (1917): There will be plenty of time for dark and gritty tales of 
the urban jungle later in this whirlwind cinematic journey, so let’s start out with 
a comedy from Charles Chaplin, the man who was, in his day, arguably the most 
beloved entertainer. In this great short film, Chaplin mixes outrageous slapstick 
with social commentary, to delicious effect. Many Tangent readers in the United 
States can trace their roots back to immigrants, and I’d be willing to bet that a 
majority of them passed through Ellis Island. Taking on his everyman persona, 
Chaplin captures their experience to outrageous effect, an ideal way to make our 
cinematic entry into the city.

*The Crowd (1928): At the end of the silent era, director King Vidor came up 
with this classic, filled with wonderful imagery that serves as a time capsule 
for the city. The films of this era served as the major form of affordable 
entertainment in the inner city for working class immigrants and people who had 
migrated from the rural areas in unprecedented numbers during the industrial 
revolution, and they often viewed the detached and impersonal nature of the 
urban environment with some trepidation. This great film traces the experience 
of one man, as he comes to the city looking to make it big, gradually loses his 
individual identity, and is consumed by the teeming masses, where he becomes 
just one person in—what’s really the main character of the film—The Crowd.

*Footlight Parade (1933): Okay, everyone probably expected my 1930s choice to 
be King Kong, and I love that big ape as much as anyone, but let’s do something a 
bit different to represent the Depression.… A musical! Warner Brothers could be 
looked at as the working person’s studio. When others were cranking out glossy 
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Max Boykoff

Global Warming and Its Discontents 

On March 13th, 2003, U.N. Weapons Inspector Hans Blix said, “To me the 
question of the environment is more ominous than that of peace and war...I’m more 
worried about global warming than I am of any major military conflict.” Global 
warming threatens social, political, ecological, cultural and economic functioning 
on this place we call planet Earth. Here I briefly outline three misconceptions to 
consider, via some recent statements from prominent U.S. politicos.

Misconception #1: When in Limbo, Blame a Gingko! 
“Some think automobiles and industrialization are to blame for Earth’s current 
warming period. Yet, just as many scientists point to natural indicators – from ancient 
tree rings to glacial ice cores – as evidence that the planet regularly experiences both 
warming and cooling trends.” —U.S. Sen. Gordon Smith (R–OR), Op-ed in The 
Oregonian, November 5, 2003

Sen. Smith falsely asserts that global warming is simply the result of natural 
variation while human contributions are negligible. Equating the use of natural 
indicators with the belief that only natural indicators cause global climate change 
is both wrong and ridiculous. In fact, climate scientists use natural indicators 
to show that human activities contribute to global warming! Data from these 
indicators demonstrate that over the last 10,000 years, carbon dioxide (CO2) 
concentrations—which correlate highly with changes in temperature—have been 
relatively constant. However, just in the last 100 years, CO2 concentrations have 
risen by about 30%. This current CO2 concentration has not been exceeded 
during the past 420,000 years, and likely not during the past 20 million years.

Smith thus challenges the findings of 2,500 of the top climate change scientists 
from around the globe—comprising the UN-sponsored Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC), the largest and most reputable assembly of climate-
change scientists in history. Even though we may all wish it weren’t true, the 
IPCC strongly states that human activities play a distinct role in warming. D. 
James Baker, from the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
said that, “There’s a better scientific consensus on this than on any issue I 
know—except maybe Newton’s second law of dynamics.”

Misconception #2: Don’t-Confuse-Me-With-the-Facts: Climate Science 
is Uncertain

Semezdin Mehmedinovic

Sacral Object

I am standing in front of President Lincoln’s bust
(Springfield, Illinois, March 31, 2003)
then I press a palm upon his nose.
Judging by everything, others do the same,
since on the bust, otherwise black,
as a result of the touch of fingers, 
only the nose is the golden color of bronze.

Afterwards I see—all others do the same
—to fulfill a wish.

What to say? That is a sacral object:
people choose an entity
and then address it with these words, “We invested
so much faith in you: do not betray our expectations.”

And the object, then, has no choice.

Translated by Sanja Mehmedinovic, Semezdin Mehmedinovic , 
Jules Boykoff, and Kaia Sand

“The extent to which the human-made portion of greenhouse gases is causing 
temperatures to rise is still unknown” and the Kyoto Protocol is an “unrealistic and 
ever-tightening regulatory straitjacket.” —Paula Dobriansky (U.S. Undersecretary of 
State for global affairs); Op-ed in the Financial Times; December 1, 2003

While uncertainty is an inherent element in all scientific inquiry, this is a 
strategic use of uncertainty to justify inaction. Despite a divisive U.S. climate 
policy context fueled by mouthpieces like Dobriansky, the scientific community 
has agreed that immediate actions are necessary. Way back in 1990, at the World 
Climate Conference in Geneva, top climate scientists stated, “A clear scientific 
consensus has emerged on estimates of the range of global warming that can 
be expected during the 21st century…Countries are urged to take immediate 
actions to control the risks of climate change.” In the years since that declaration, 
improved scientific confidence has only strengthened calls for urgent action. The 
U.S. failure to ratify the Kyoto Protocol—an international agreement aiming 
to curb global warming—challenges 121 industrialized countries that have 
already ratified. As an emitter of 36.1% of the CO2 among these countries, U.S. 
participation in the Protocol is crucial. So who has the keys to the “straitjacket”?

Misconception #3:Global Warming is an Oppressive Communist Hoax
“Kyoto and its policies are inconsistent with freedom, prosperity and environmental 
policy progress…I’m becoming more and more convinced, as time goes by and we 
look at the research, that global warming is the greatest hoax ever perpetrated on the 
American people and the world.” —U.S. Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), Associated 
Press December 11, 2003

Equating ‘freedom’ with resistance to the realities of global warming is as logical 
as touting inaction as the best action. One must also wonder what ‘research’ 
Inhofe consults. Top climate research finds that: 1) temperatures may rise by as 
much as 10.4ºF by 2100, leading to more heat waves and increased vulnerability 
in the elderly and the poor; 2) more intense rainfall events in some regions will 
lead to increased flood, landslide, avalanche and mudslide damage, and will 
threaten to collapse the $3 trillion-a-year private insurance industry; 3) more 
drought in other regions will lead to decreased crop yields, decreased water 
resource quantity and quality, and increased risk of forest fire; 4) higher minimum 
temperatures have extended the range and activity of pest and diseased vectors; 
and 5) the global average sea level has risen, threatening millions of coastal 
communities. While these sound more like passages from a Stephen King novel, 
many appear in the IPCC’s 2001 reports. In our everyday reality Inhofe and his 
carbon-based backers are the real—and extremely dangerous—hoax!
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Susana Gardner

XXXI

sleep comes for you  when I am most awake  take  bird  from flower

 realize it as parasite  reify this  as the closest answer     to my

beginning  add  song of this song as  the  content  ground 

beneath your feet  breathes   my  freedom what possibility

breeds my unspoken language  my misnamed hour

This is a selection from Susana Gardner’s sequence, to stand to sea, 
forthcoming as a chapbook from the Tangent Press, 2004. 
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Simone White
The Sincere Recording Co. presents Simone White

With a breathy delivery style and fairly mild 
accompaniment, most of the words Simone 
White whispers can be heard, so repeated 

lines such as “He drinks lemonade; he doesn’t pay” 
and “Mary Jane was L’il Abner’s Daisy Mae” can be 
understood the first time around. She writes a good 
two-thirds of the songs (one of her co-producers, Frank 
Bango, writes the balance, excluding a Brill Building 
number), but they’re all part of a piece—eerie and, 
unsurprisingly, sincere. 

Simone White wears taffeta on the back cover of her 
album. And you’re pretty sure after listening that she’s 
probably worn that skirt for weeks at a time. Beneath the 
skirt you can just glimpse her toes. White is barefoot on a 

wooden floor. She’s that kind of woman—sensitive, strangely 
soulful, bizarre. 

The very first song is a scene, but not quite. More like 
a sketch of a scene. A waitress serves her friend soft drinks 
in a neighborhood surrounded by bars. That’s it. It’s called 
“America in ‘54,” but it’s clearly a much smaller story than 
that. Is White making a macroscopic point about society in 
focusing on the details of everyday lives? Maybe, but even 
if there’s no grand vision, she’s got an eye for interesting 
details. “A lot of steel was used to make this city …” she sings 
in “Blueprint,” “how much do you think it weighs?” 

The album’s cover shows the top of the artist’s head, going 
no further south than her eyeball. There’s also a bunny staring 
furiously. I don’t know what that means. But observation is 
key throughout. “How could you be so right about me, when 
I was so wrong about you?” goes the chorus in “Wrong 
About You,” while “Sailor Soldier” contrasts and compares 
the lifestyles of different sorts of helpless travelers. 

The final song is one of Bango’s, “Olivia 101,” a number 
about a student’s favorite subject, the aforementioned Olivia. 
With a peppier arrangement, this would be a fantastic pop 

song, but in this understated style, it’s a subtle document 
of unrequited love. As importantly, it outright describes the 
attention to detail that defines The Sincere Recording Co. 
presents Simone White.  —Jon Berger

This White’s Stripe of a Different Color

Post 
Comments 
Here
Lateral Argument
Kevin Davies
Barretta Books

The first argument in Kevin Davies’ Lateral 
Argument (Barretta Books, 2003) is that of 
identity’s strategic and constant fallacy. Against 

such self-annihilating rhetoric, the poem progresses 
to a penultimate rebuttal that is (nearly) triumphant. 
All direction sideways, the routine’s heartbreak and 
crackerjack timing proves itself aptly titled; its nimble 
lateral relays appear seamless, the back-and-forth 
telescopic shifts feel like one long glide. 

From the mundane (“digging an ancient 
cigarette butt/ from behind the radiator, washing 
one cherished dish”) to the allegorical epic (“They 
awoke in a bookless world studded with lean-/ 
to performance artists interacting with electricity”) 
to the loony punchlines (“Pulling the thigh/ hairs 
of the opposing power forward”), Davies handily 
aligns all perspectives in protest against unnamed 

oppressors, those “conglomerate nonbeings/ who are, sort of, 
over there.” 

The mysteriously sourced hegemony is familiar. Where else 
indeed take place the burial of “radioactive garbage in the desert,” 
reviews of “What we’ve learned from film,” and negotiations with 
“The Parch,” along with all the other fin-d’environment abominations 
Davies cannily recognizes as our own:  

 …Any surface at all, inside or out, you touch it
 and a scrolled menu appears, listing recent history,
chemical makeup, distance to the sun in millimeteres
 distance to the Vatican in inches, famous people
who have previously touched this spot, fat content,
 will to power, adjacancies, and further articulations.
And each category has dozens of subcategories,
 and each subcategory scores of its own, all
meticulously cross-referenced, linked, so that each square
 centimetre of surface everywhere, pole to pole…
      has
billions of words and images attached to it, and a special area,
 a little rectangle, for you to add your own comments…
      What

villain would wish to blow this up?
  

It is finally the anthem-like quality of Lateral Argument that 
momentarily resolves the paradoxes of identity laid out in the 
poem’s opening. A statement of group character would seemingly 
only multiply identity’s deception, yet Davies’ elegant protest poem 
clearly portrays our unnerving reflections.  —Eugene Lim

Yuri Hospodar
Dorchester, Mass.

A Plate for Hurling  
(Letter to a Young Poet)
If it ain’t Brecht, don’t fix it.

When the subway runs above ground
you just gotta ride out the rattles.
 I mean 
I counsel patience,
but 
 I’m no doctor.

I can’t complain;
there’s been praise and treats.
 But
I don’t know where 
 the queer poets have gone;

all the rooms full of straight boys 
read odes to John Weiners 
and nobody 
 sucks my dick.

Cassie Lewis
Fremont, Calif.

Frames
Stand next to a fence
with orderly flowers
poking through. On the hill on the other side
a cow stock still its legs made of wood.
An orderliness to the cow’s stance.
Time keeps its footsteps regular until it’s jerked upwards:
a falcon glides into view.

Dissolving into the pool in a splash of white
the diver reaches for a coin.
The coin looks coppery to him.
The edges of the coin keep moving
as he stares at it through his goggles, which
are misted over. He returns with a gasp
to oxygen.

Rooms go to pieces, sometimes, quietly. Curtains 
are no longer red, now they’re dusty. The cat
moves her languid body. The room turns ochre
as time. Which shifts,
as wind blows through.

O Brecht’s sky of streaming blue. It’s days since I opened the book
my face is watching. Cupboards shut in another part
of the flat. The room reassembles
but it’s different now.
Updated.
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BOOG CITY ’s  Renegade Press  ser ies

presents
The Tangent  (Washington,  D.C.)

p lus

Nir vana’s  In  Utero  l ive

Thurs  Feb.  19,  7:00 p.m. ,  $5
C-Note 157 Avenue C (& 10th S t . )  NYC

With readings by Tangent contributors:  
Paul William Burch, Jen Coleman, Laura Elrick, Chris 

Foster, Kevin Frey, Greg Fuchs, Alan Gilbert, Robin 
Hahnel, Carol Mirakove, Mel Nichols,  

Ellen Ratchye, Mary Seidel, Kristin Sheeran,  
Frank Sherlock, and Rodrigo Toscano

Followed by a live performance of  
Nirvana’s In Utero by Aaron Seven,  

the Domestics, Double Deuce, The Leader,  
Rachel Lipson, and so l’il 



Gregory Corso
Praise Day!

Sunday, February 8, 2004
3pm-6pm   $5

Two years ago, on a frozen Super Bowl Sunday, in 
a room lit by candles, no beer or bathrooms, BPC 
had its very first event — a celebration for Gregory 
Corso, who had recently died. We’ve come a long 
way, and Gregory is still right here with us, dead 
and kicking. We will gather again on Sunday, Feb 
8, 3-6, to read, remember, reminisce, rouse, and 
rumble for dear Gregory.

308 Bowery (Bleecker-Houston) 212-614-0505
F or V to 2nd Av, 6 to Bleecker, R to Prince

www.bowerypoetry.com


